Building Construction Technology Degree Program
Required Tools / Supplies

ALTERNATE BRANDS are acceptable if industrial quality can be met or exceeded.

Model names & numbers are examples of the quality expected to be purchased.

* Item required for 1st laboratory meeting, all remaining tools must be on hand by end of September.

1. * Stanley Retractable Utility Knife Model 10-099 or better
3. * Stanley MaxSteel tape 1" x 25', x 30' or 1" x 33'
4. * Lufkin folding wooden 6' (or 8') rule: Model X46
5. * Stanley cast combination square: Model 46-028 or Swanson Speed Square
6. * Starrett, Keson, or Strait-Line 100' speed-line chalk line
7. * Stanley Aluminum or Steel Framing Square with Rafter Tables: Model 45-011 or 45-910
8. * Leather tool belt with nail apron - 2 pouches and tape holder (belt and separate pouches is preferred)
10. * Safety glasses
11. * Scientific calculator
12. * Hanson Twist Drills (1/16" through 1/4") or Drill Minder (1 set)
13. Red Devil Scrape and Pry: Model 4050
15. Stanley Cat's Paw or nail puller: Model 55-035
17. Stanley Steel Strike Butt Chisels (1 set) --- {(1) ¼", (1) ½", (1) ¾", (1) 1"}: Model 16-300
19. Stanley T-bevel Square (wooden or aluminum handle): Model 46-813
20. Stanley Low Angle Block Plane (with knob adjustment): Model 12-960
21. General Dividers/Scribes
22. Stanley level 18" or 24": Model 42-318 or: Model 42-324
23. Stanley Tool Box Saw: Model 20-045
24. Stair gauges (1 pair)
25. Stanley coping saw with blades: Model 15-016A
26. Stanley Scratch Awl: Model 69-133
27. Marshalltown, Hyde, or Craftsman 6" Taping Knife & Hawk
28. Hard hat
29. Hearing protection
30. Tool Box (caddy) (Huffy, Kobalt, Sears, Disston, Bucket Boss, Kennedy, etc.)

* Item required for 1st laboratory meeting, all remaining tools must be on hand by end of September.

QUALITY WORK CLOTHES AND SIX-INCH HIGH DURABLE WORK SHOES ARE REQUIRED FOR ALL LABORATORY CLASSES.

SNEAKERS AND BLACK SOLED WORK SHOES ARE SPECIFICALLY PROHIBITED IN LABORATORY.

A&B Lumber in Concord, NH will give a discount with Student ID and this tool list.

Note: Manchester Community College is not responsible for lost or stolen tools/supplies.